
NEIGHBOURHOOD  PLANNING MEETING 

Monday 3rd October 7:30 OSR 

 

Present: Dawn Harrison, Ray Clarke, Di Hassan, Sue Meyer, Liz Greaves 

Apologies: Tom Leimdorfer, Stuart Sampson  

 

Employment Survey 

 Sue gave a brief report on the findings of the survey 

More small businesses around than you imagine, 

Vast majority are one man operations or employ up to 5 members of staff, 

They are all in the service sector, 

Only 4 large employers with Cadbury Garden centre employing the largest number of full time 

employees, 

Although only a small number of those employed live in Congresbury nearly all the workforce live 

within a 10 mile radius of the village, 

Employers looking to recruit new staff tend to advertise locally or recruit by word of mouth, 

Majority of people are not looking to expand and quite happy with present premises or work from 

home. They did express their frustrations with slow and unreliable broadband connections and poor 

mobile signals. 

There is a need for small industrial/work units, ought we to identify suitable site/s? Smallway or 

encourage use of redundant agricultural buildings? 

 

HGV Survey  

Significant findings were the number of quarry and box car vehicles driving through the village. The 

number of vehicles remained fairly constant throughout the day and it would appear there has been 

a significant growth in commercial vehicles driving through the village.  

DH to contact Chris Moore to compare results with Yatton’s . 

LG sill contact Darren/North Somerset for traffic data. 

Need to find out about the situation with Stowells, do they have any restrictions placed on their 

total number of movements? 

 



Traffic Issues  

We have received our grant, £5770.Liz will contact North Somerset for the traffic data to send to 

Mark Baker. 

We want him to look at 

Cycle route along the A370 to the Strawberry Line 

Cycle route to Churchill School 

Introduction of 20 mph speed limit through the village  

Traffic calming measures, particularly along the Brinsea Road 

Ways to make the village more pedestrian /Cyclist friendly  

Look at Smallway junction and the entrances to kent road 

 

Draft plan. 

We now have a draft plan which we need to look at. 

Environment /Heritage   DH will contact Conservation Group to meet with them and look at policies 

and justification. 

DH and SM will liaise with YACWAG and Tony Moulin to ask for their help with this. 

Employment  SM and DH, write up report on survey. 

RC, write up the consultation document, look at sustainability issues, 

TL and AC look at housing, possible sites and number of houses  

Dawn H  will look at services and facilities including library, public toilets and burial issues 

RC will contact Ian Sheppard about the new Community hall, particularly the justification for the 

project  

The policies and recommendations that go into the Neighbourhood Plan will dictate what we ask for 

when we seek any S106 monies from developers. 

LG  is going  to find out how  we can edit the plan, add items online.  

 

Date of next meeting Monday 21november 7:30 in the OSR  


